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Berserker stance quest guide

This is a very frustrating deal with uncertainty. Have you ever been in a situation where you and your client have agreed to certain conditions of the event and at the last moment your client came out to you? It was a waste of your time, energy and loss for your event management firm. You couldn't do anything about it because you didn't
have an event contract template that was ready to define the scope of the conditions. You don't want to have any last-minute surprise especially when you're planning an event. Therefore, it is highly recommended that you and your client agree to certain conditions should always be used. The template should clearly explain all the
smallest details of the event. Event Contract Template Download Event Management Contract Pattern Each event management company must have its own event management contact template that clearly indicates the services offered, cancellation clause, payment details, reimbursement clause, and termination clause. This template
can be used when signing a contract with a customer for any event. www.911memorial.org Community Partner Event Contract Pattern epilepsyontario.org Hotel Event Event Contract Pattern www.engr.utexas.edu Private Event Agreement Pattern web.utk.edu Planning Event Pattern theboxsf.com Photography Event Contract Match
Unknown Event Event Venue Holding Contract Taprootfarm.com Empty Event Supplier Contract tizergardens.com Wedding Event Contract Contract Wrensnest.org Wedding Event pearvalley.com Contract Salemherbfarm.com How will you provide a place? research and book the venue of the event?. Do you run all the marketing and
catering activities? If so, mention all services in detail in the service contract template. Photo Services Contract Pattern stetson.edu This contact is used in pre-family photography or any event shoot. The contract clearly defines the time and place of the meeting. The cost, the firm is willing to bear, like travel, accommodation, food, and
transportation of its client. It also refers to an insurance policy if any undesirable circumstances occur. Event Photography Contract /Agreement leehowellphoto.com Event Planner Contract richevents.org Private Events Contract Example (PDF) publickitchenstpaul.com Private Event Contract PDF theelmroom.com Event Photo Contract
PDF Pattern slrlounge.com Special Contract Event will come in handy if you are planning a large event. It gives a detailed description of how the event will be planned, how the event firm will use a third-party vendor to plan an event, if so, that will be the vendor's role in event planning. This template is commonly used for weddings,
receptions and office parties. Special Event Contract Pattern nakoma.w5golf.com Event Selling Pattern Pattern ppa.com Event Chairman ostm.edu Sponsorship Event Sponsorship / Agreement hiphopproduction.com Contact lists all event planning services it will provide. Like floral arrangements, pickup and drop guests, arrange
accommodation for guests, planning breakfast, lunch dinner, snacks and tea/coffee menu. An example of an event contract in a PDF static1.squarespace.com Some of the main areas that you should consider before signing a contract include: Service offered - The contract must clearly define the service it provides to you. If any of these
services are outlined, you have every right to file a claim. If your event planner is outsourcing their services from some other providers, it should be clearly mentioned in the contract along with the provider details of how, who the suppliers are and what will be their role in event planning. Cancellation Clause - It is not always necessary for
the event to go according to plan. Thus, the cancellation clause plays a very important role if the owner terminates the contract. It should clearly know that your company will get paid for the work you have done no matter what happens. Payment - Mention all the payment details in your event planner contract. Give an estimated budget so
that your client gets an approximate idea of how much it will cost. Don't worry about mentioning the exact amount because things are not going as planned, your host can cancel several events, so it is important that you make a proper assessment at the end to avoid a conflict of interest with your client. Compensation Clause - Don't forget
to insert a reparation clause in contact. This will protect you and your event planner from any lawsuits due to your client's negligence. The client will not be responsible for any injuries, losses and losses that occur during the event, and vice versa. Termination Clause - The termination clause grants your firm a waiver due to certain
inescapable circumstances (extreme weather conditions, for example). This will give you the right to determine whether the cancellation is temporary or can be renewed. Welcome to the WoW Classic Warrior Class quests guide, covering notable quests with lucrative rewards like Vanguard's ability and Weapon Axe. All Warrior quests that
give a unique or useful reward will be covered in detail for each Hordeand Alliance race. You may be interested in following the WoW Classic guide to further delve into the intricacies of warrior class: At Level 10 all warriors can visit their class coach and pick up their first class circuit quest. This is a short chain of quests that will reward you
Vanguard, Taunt and. As a warrior you need this spell when aligning, this is essential. With a 10% damage reduction while in this position, it becomes convenient in high-damage situations. You also generate more threats so that you can help your Elite tanks are rare, hard to defeat the quest mobs and possibly dungeons. There are also
powerful abilities that can be used while in this position, such as a wall shield or. As an orc, troll or Tauren Warrior you will pick up a Veteran Uzzek quest from your trainer class at Razor Hill for orcs/trolls and Bloodhoof Village for Tauren.Orc/TrollTarshaw JaggedsTaucarrenKrang Stonehoof This quest will send you to a distant post to
watch in a fruitless talk with Uzzek. It will give you a follow-up quest For the Way of Defense where you will travel to Lightning Ridge in Durotar to kill lightning hides and thunder lizards. It will require a 5 Singed scale from these zappy kodos. The location of UzzekLightning Ridge entranceThunder LizardsOnce you have collected Singed
Scales, you can head back to Uzek and it will reward you with Vanguard as well as Taunt abilities. Congratulations! As the undead, you will pick up the quest Talking to Dillinger from your coach Austil de Mont. You will find Deathguard Dillinger on the west side of Brill Cemetery. He will then give you a follow-up quest by Ulag Kliver to kill
Uliber's Ulag. You activate a stone trigger near the mausoleum north of Dillinger and Ulag will appear. Dildinger/Ulagh Longer's location To put him down and return to Dillinger. You will be rewarded with Vanguard as well and Taunt abilities. Congratulations! As the man of your first quest begins in the forest of Alvinn from Lyria Du Lac,
she is in Goldshire and will give you a warrior training quest. This will take you to Harry Burlguard at the Pig and Whistle Inn located in the Old Town area of Stormwind. He will give you the Bartleby Drunk.Lyria Du Lac's locationLyria Du LacHarry/Bartelby the Drunk's locationHarry/BartelbyHarry will ask you to fight the local drunk Bartleby
to get his mug in exchange for some training. He's just through the bar, go talk to him to get a Beat Bartleby quest. Be prepared that it will become hostile as soon as you hand over the quest! After you beat him, he will give up and give you the Bartleby's Mug quest. Go back to Harry Burlgard and he will reward you with his abilities and
ridicule. Congratulations! Like the Night Elf, your first quest will be from your warrior trainer Cyrus Windblade in Dolanaar. This Elanaria quest will take you to Darnass to talk to the location of Elanaria.Elanaria'sElanariaShe will give you a Vorlus Vilehoof quest to kill Vorlus Vilehuf and rob the Horn of Vorlus from him. It is located on top of a
mountain that has a long winding path. The beginning of this path is marked on the map below. You will easily find your way up once you find the beginning of the path. The location of VorlusPath startedvorlusLoot it and return to Elanaria, it will teach you Vanguard as well and Taunt abilities. Congratulations! Your first quest as a dwarf or
gnome will begin at the trainer-warrior Granis Swiftax in Haranos. They will give you a quest for Muren Stormicke to talk to Muren Stormicke, located in the military quarter at The Ironforge.Muren StormpikeMurenMuren will give you Veyrek to kill Veyrek and return Veyrek's head. Vejrek is in a tent located south of Brenwall Village.Vejrek's
locationVejrekOnce you killed Vejrek and ransacked his head, return to Muren Stormpike in Ironforge, where you took the quest. It will reward you with Vanguard as well and Taunt abilities. Congratulations! The next level of Warrior quests starts at 20, although it's a good idea to wait until at least 28-30. These quests are fun and pack that
juicy Warrior class taste! While they are not a requirement endgame like Vanguard or the quest chain, these armor quests offer some mighty alignment gears such as Brutal Hauberk/Fire Hardened Hauberk. With on use to create 30 Fury and some excellent statistics to download. I can't tell you how many times this use has saved me in a
desperate time to get out a free bullying scream and run away from a pack of aggressive mobs or even an enemy player. It also has its application for all those mine/maxing people at the maximum level where you can use the effect to create 30 fury before the boss pull and switch back to your regular level of 60 breast armor. Brutal Armor
Part 1 HordeFirst all, if you are looking at a speed level right on level 60, then perhaps you would be better off missing some of these quests as they may be counterproductive for this purpose. iYou will go all over Azeroth in areas that may not even have quests in them for you. However, if you are the type to enjoy the adventure and see
some places, you may otherwise not get on a journey, aligning these quests are perfect for you! Secondly, let's look at the awards before our long journey begins: Brutal HauberkBrutal HelmBrutal GauntletsBrutal Legguards To begin with we will need to talk to our trainer warrior Sorek in Orgrimmar. He will give us a quest to speak with
Rouge, who guides us to Rouge Ragetotem in Camp Taurahgio in the barren. Ruga will give a follow-up quest trial on the Giants field to rob 5 Twitching Antenna. Silithid mobs that throw this south of Camp Taurahgio in the field of giants. Silithid locationSilithidOnce you have items head back to Rouge and pass the quest in. It will give you
a follow-up quest to talk to Thun'grim Firegaze. You will have to make your way up to a massive hill without a clear path. You can start your journey from where I showed up in this picture. It's a little east of the road overlooks the junction to the north: Once on top you'll find the Thun'grim and pass the quest in. Brutal Armor quest, and you
will need to bring him a list of items to complete it. This: Smoky Iron Ingotx15Powdered Azuritex10Iron Barx10Vial from Phlogistonx1 To begin with we will keep in mind we have to make RFK. Dungeons don't always work because the LFG tool is different, so if you see a group forming or want to try Group as you do other quests, this can
save some time spent potentially standing around looking. You can install your Hearthstone in camp Taurajo and hearth, then run south in RFK as soon as the group is ready. Tipsout has a well-presented guide to Razorfen Kraul including an additional Roogug boss who must be killed in order to get Vial Phlogiston for our search. Also, if
you're a miner be on the lookout for any iron ore as you travel through the Stonewall Mountains and Hillbrad foothills. We'll need them later to do the 10xIron Bar.Now that we have this in mind. We can go to the Stonetalon Mountains and start collecting our smoky iron bar. From Sunrock Retreat, walk southeast and then north to
Windshear Crag. To the east of the road you will find a cave sprawling with Kobold. There are six different types of Kobold in this cave and they all have an equal chance of giving up the smoky iron bullion. Don't forget to be mining any iron ore you see! Windshear Kobold spotWindshear MineOnce we have collected our bullion the next
step will be to get 10xPowdered Azurite from Hillsbrad Miner in the hillsbrad foothills. These crowds will be appearing at the mine in the south-west of Hillsbrad. This mine should also have several knots of iron ore in it. Hillsbrad miner spot Azurelod MineOnce finished with the plundering of powdered Azurite there are perhaps two options
left. If you haven't done RFK and ransacked Vial Phlogiston from Roogug you will need to find or make a band for this. This can be done while you mine the remaining iron ore and smell them iron in the iron bar. Now with all your materials needed for the quest head back to Thun'grim Firegaze and hands in search of Brutal Armor.
Completing this quest will open four follow-up quests to talk to different masters around Azeroth, and if you thought the adventure was coming to an end, you are in for a surprise. Brutal Armor Part 2 Horde The next part will reward you and then set you on a potentially even bigger journey than the first part of this chain of quests. Talk to
Thun'grim Firegaze and complete the Brutal Hauberk quest it has no requirements and just talk to then complete the quest. It will reward you with brutal Hauberk, which is the most popular item in this series. Thun'grim Firegaze will also offer three other quests including: It can be done in any order, but overall, I would start by launching in
Sen'Jin Village to talk to Ula'elek as soon as I took the quests from Thun'grim Firegaze. Ula'Elek locationUla'ElekTalk to him and hand over to Ula'elek and brutal Gauntlets. It will let you keep an eye on the Satir Hoof, which we will hold on to for now. Use hearthstone or if you don't have it run in Ratchet or Orgrimmar and fly to Thunder
Bluff. You'll be heading to the main rise of Thunder Bluff, where the blacksmiths to talk to Orm Stonehoof.Orm Stonehoof spotOrme StonehoofHe will give you a follow-up search of Chimaeric Horn. Kill Chimera Matriarch. Fly in Rock Retreat in the Stonetalon Mountains and make your way into the charred valleys. You will find the
Chimaera Matriarch in the southern part of the valley. You have to kill him and rob Galvanized Horn.Chimaera Matriarch spotChimaera MatriarchGo back to Sunrock Retreat and fly to Splintertree Post in Ashenvale. You will kill the satire for their Uncloven satire hoof. These satires have two spawn locations located at: Satyr locationsSatyr
SpawnSatyr Spawn 2All of the satire have the option to give up Uncloven Satyr Hoof, and you will need 7 of them to complete the search. If you have all 7 hooves, head back to Splintertree Post then fly to Thunderbluff. Talk to Orm Stonehoof by hand in Chimaeric Horn then talk to him again to complete the Brutal Helmet and get your
brutal helmet. Then return to the village of Saint'Jin and talk to Ula'eleca to complete the Satyr Hoof. Talk to him again to finish Brutal Gauntlets and get your brutal Gauntlets.Now for the last piece of equipment, we have to make our way to Undercity. Fly on the zeppelin in front of Orgrimmar and go to the military quarter of the city. There
you will find Velora Nitely. Hand in your quest for Velora Nitely and brutal Legguards and take the follow-up Dragonmaw Shinbones. Before leaving I would advise installing your Hearthstone in Undercity.Velora Nitely locationVelora NitelyShe will send you to kill members of the Dragonmaw clan and rob them Dragonmaw Shinbone. This
quest can be a bit frustrating as you will have to check out each Shinbone to see if it is sturdy and it has a chance to create Broken Dragonmaw Shinbone, which is totally useless. Although, if you're lucky, it shouldn't take long to check out and assemble the 8 Sturdy Dragonmaw Shinbone. Fly to the Hillsbrad Foothills or the Arathi
Highlands if you have a flight path. Then run into the wetlands and head south of the zone. Be careful - this is the Alliance zone and you may encounter some unwanted attention. Dragonmaw Clan locationDragonmaw ClanHopefully, it doesn't take too long to get your sturdy Dragonmaw Shinbone. Try to be patient; Sometimes they can
break many times in a row, but can also successfully test sturdy several times in a row. Now Hearthstone is in the suburbs or run up to Hammerfall in the Arathi Highlands and fly there. Go back to Velora Nitely, hands in your quest for Dragonmaw Shinbones. Talk to her again to complete Brutal Legguards and get your brutal
Legguards.With that complete, this completes a crazy cross-continental adventure that only us warriors are lucky enough to enjoy in the WoW Classic. If you get this far, I'll give you my hat. It's such a massive test not even halfway through your level journey. You will go far as a warrior in the classics; One of the most important factors to
play in this class is patience and determination. Often warriors have to work much than other classes to achieve certain things in the classic, but if the effort is put into you will soar higher Most classes can. Fire Tempered Armor Part 1 AllianceFirst all, if you are looking at a speed level right at 60, then perhaps you would be better off
skipping some of these quests as they may be counterproductive for your purposes. You will go all over Azeroth in areas that may not even have quests in them for you. However, if you are the type to enjoy the adventure and see some places, you may otherwise not get to the journey while level, these quests are perfect for you! Second,
let's look at the rewards before our long journey begins: To begin our journey you need to first talk to Yorus Barleybrew located in the Redridge Mountains in Lakeshire.Yorus Barleybrew's locationYorus BarleybrewHe will give you a quest rethban Gauntlet which must enter Rathban Caves north of Lakeshire. You must enter, reach the first
fork in the cave, not die. There is also a very generous time of 1 hour on this quest. Once you return to Yorus, he will have a follow-up search of Shieldsmith. This quest takes you to Stormwind in the Dwarf District to meet the blacksmith Furen Longbeard. Take the flight path from Lakeshire and make your way to Furen.Furen Longbeard's
locationFuren LongbeardCompleting quest will reward you with Furen in favor and open the Fire Hardened Mail quest. This quest will require you to bring a list of materials to Furen that includes: Scorched Spider Fangx50Charred Hornx12Galvanized Hornx1Vial of Phlogistonx1Before you venture anywhere, it will be helpful to keep in
mind that one of the quest items comes from the dungeon Razorfen Kraul and looking for the group that is formed for this while the quest will be a good idea as Dungeon Tipsout has a well-presented guide to RFK here including an additional Roogug boss who must be killed in order to get Vial Phlogiston for our searches. For a start,
you're going to make our way to the wetlands to collect the scorched Spider Fang from Lech Stalker you'll find them in a cave known as Thelgen Rock. Catch the boat in Thenethyl Harbour or take the flight path and make your way east. Leech Stalker StalkerOnce locationLeech StalkerOnce you have assembled a 50xScorched Spider
Fang to make your way back to The Manethil Harbour and catch a boat in Teldrassil. Then fly to the peak of Thetontalon in the Stonetalon Mountains. Make your way south in the zone to Charred Vale. Here you will find Fledgling Chimaera and Young Chimaera for Charred Horns. You'll also find the Chimaera Matriarch for galvanized
Horn.Chimaera locationsYoung ChimaeraFledgling ChimaeraChimaera MatriarchOnce you've collected 12xCharred Horn and 1xGalvanized Horn you can leave the zone. Although, if you haven't done RFK for Vial Phlogiston it might be a good idea to stay in Kalimdor until you do so. If you have all the items you need, back to Furen
Longbeard in Stormwind. Completion Hardened Mail will open four more quests, including Furen's Armor, that can be instantly completed by simply talking to Furen and rewarding you with Fire Hardened Hauberk, which is usually the most sought-after item in this chain of quests. Fire-hardened Armor Part 2 Alliance The Next 3 quests
don't have rewards as powerful as fire-hardened Hauberk, but still fun, give experience and some green mail items with good stats for their level. These quests include: Grimand ElmoreMathielKlockmort Spannerspan Assuming you are in Stormwind. You can just walk north from Furen to Grimand Elmore to take Grimand Elmore. He will
give you a Burning Blood quest requiring you to go to Darchwood and kill Vorgens for 20xBurning Blood. You will also have to kill a little stronger Worgen Gutspill for 1xBurning Rock. It is located in a cave southeast of other Worgen mobs you will kill. Worgens /Gutspill locationWorksGutspillOnce these items are collected you can head
back to Grimand Elmore and donate to Burning Blood. He will give you a follow-up quest to just talk to him Grimanda Armor, which rewards you with the fire-hardened Coif.From here you can take the tram to Ironforge and find Klockmort Spannerspan. It is located in Tinkertown. Klockmort Spannerpsan locationKlockmort SpannerspanHe
will give you the Iron Coral quest. This requires you to return 20xSearing Coral. They can be looted from iron coral in the water south of Menetil Harbor. The fainting Coral location of Searing CoralFly in Menetil and rob 20 of them. Once you have done so, take the boat to Teldrassil. Go to Darnass and find Mathel. Give up Mathieu and
take the sunshells. While you're here, you have to install your Hearthstone to one of the Inns.MathielThis quest will send you to thousand needles to rob Sunscorched Shell, which are in Sunscorched Shell. You'll need 20 of them. Make your way to the Thousand Needles you'll find these eggs here: Sunscorched egg locationSunscorched
ShellOnce you plundered 20xSunscorched Shell to use your Hearthstone back to Darnassus (or flight path there) and talk to Mathiel again to finish Sunscorched shells. This will unlock Mathiel's subsequent searches in armor to just talk to Mathiel and rewards you with fire-hardened leggings. You can then make your way back to Ironforge
by boat to Menethil and then the flight path to Ironforge. Talk to Klockmort Spannerspan again and hand in the iron coral. This will unlock the creation of the Klockmort quest just to talk to him and reward you with the fire-hardened Gauntlets.With that complete, it completes a crazy cross-continental adventure that only us warriors are lucky
enough to enjoy in the WoW Classic. If you get this far, I'll give you my hat. It's such a massive test not even halfway through your level journey. You will go far as a warrior in One of the most important factors to play in this class is patience and determination. Soldiers often have to work hard than other classes to achieve certain things in
the classic, but if the effort put in you will soar higher than most classes can. If you're not hyped right now, you should be! You are about to start perhaps the most fragrant, fun and useful quests that any class can offer. This series of quests will reward the warrior with its third and final position as well as , And Whirlwind axe! The axe takes
a little more effort to acquire, but we advise you to complete them. This weapon is well worth the extra time spent on some quests, as it has the highest damage from the weapon on any slow two-hand axe of this level. By comparison, the Corpsemaker is another powerful weapon in this range of levels, and it's a drop from the dungeon
boss - it's right, the blue dungeon object is only one level below significantly less powerful than the WW axe. Without further ado, let's wilted in part of one of this chain of quests. Before you start make sure you get a decent two hands or a minimum Healing potion from the auction house. You will fight level 33 Big Will and he attacks very
quickly. For a start, as in any class quest we will visit our class coach. At level 30 we will be able to take the islanders away from any warrior coach in the capital. This quest will take us to Fry Island, which is located in Barren, southeast of Ratchet. The Klannoc Macleod is located among a small camp on this island outside the hut. Klannoc
McLeod in place ofCann McLeod Hand in the Islanders and pick Affray. This is a glove style quest that involves fighting several contenders one by one without interruptions to eat. It starts easier and gets harder until you come across the ultimate Big Will contender. Strategy against Big WillIt is not the hardest fight in WoW, but it will prove
to be a problem if you are not ready. Equip your two handles now if you don't already, and your healing potion is ready. You may not have to use this, but it's good insurance. Activate early with your weapon of two hands and fighting should not be a problem. If for some reason all this doesn't work, you may need to ask a friend to help or
kite the boss between each of your auto attacks using Hamstring.After winning Big Will return to Klannoc MacLeod and hand in Affray. You will be rewarded with and. Congratulations! But... That's not all. Now he has a Windwatcher quest that begins a difficult journey for an extremely strong and sought-after whirlwind weapon. The next
part can get very difficult. This requires you to fight several higher levels of mobs, ranging to level 38 and even 40 elite cyclones. If you're still level 30 and don't have some higher level players to help you or a reliable healer that can save you some time you may have to wait at least level 35 to finish these Quests. If you're up to the call,
head over hillsbrad foothills. Go north to Mount Alterac up the river to the east and say say say speak Bat'rah Watchman. Hand in windwatcher and take Cyclonian.Bath'rah Windwatcher's locationBath'rah Windwatcher quest Cyclonic requires several materials, most of which is not an easy feat to get. These materials include:
Liferootx8Bloodscalp Tuskx30Essence from Exilex1 To begin with, you'll head to Stranglethorn Vale and be ready to kill a whole bunch of Bloodscalp trolls. These guys spawn in several places and have a 35% chance of giving up Bloodscalp Tusk.Bloodscalp trolls' locationBloodscalp TrollsBloodscalp TrollsBloodscalp TrollsOnce you
have 30xBloodscalp Tusk, you can move on to the next step. The next item can be bought from the auction house. Liferoot is relatively cheap as it can be collected with 150 herbalists or looted certain mobs such as Kursen Medicine Man in Northeast Stranglethorn. I would advise you to just buy these or herbal friend to pick you some.
Eight, to be exact. You can also buy the materials you need to form the Essence of Exile from the auction house. They are usually expensive for a warrior of this level, especially since you have to be saving gold for your level 40 mount at the moment. Materials related to the formation of this item are: Thunder Charmx8Burning
Charmx8Cresting Charmx8You will approach the cauldron in the camp Bath'rah Windwatcher resides in and complete the search for the Essence of Exile that it offers. With all the charms in your bags, you will get the Essence of Exile upon completion. If you are not able to buy them like most at this level, you will have to farm elementary



mobs in the Arathi Highlands. As a warrior, you will learn to hate elementary mobs because they are independent of our bleeding and our slowing down. This makes the difficult quest more difficult. These mobs levels 38-39 and have a 25% chance of giving up their respective Charms.Elemental SpawnsThundering ExileBurning
ExileCrestUpon getting the charms you will approach the cauldron in the Bath'rah Windwatcher camp resides in and complete the quest for The Essence of Exile that it offers. With all the charms in your bags you will get Essence Exile.Now that you have all your call materials it's time to talk to Bath'rah Windwatcher and full cyclonic. Be
careful! After picking up the next draft quest. Bath'rah Windwatcher will start a role scene where he walks for a while and causes the NPC Cyclonic. It's a mighty level 40 elite elementary crowd. It has 4572 health and abilities that knock you back and stun you. Be prepared with a small group of 2-3 players or at least one higher leveled
player. He will drop a whirlwind heart, so be sure to rob it! Once completed you will surrender to the cyclonic and unlock the final quest to reward your hard efforts along the way. Whirlwind Weapon presents you with the capability of 3 powerful weapons for this level. They all have the same per second and stats. A whirlwind axe, a
whirlwind sword and a whirlwind of Warhammer. The key difference from It is the speed of attack and the top end of the damage. Most alignment warriors want slower weapons that hits harder than each punch, so they can hamstring the kite effectively. Talent is often taken at the same time level, which makes Whirlwind axe the best
candidate to choose from. What weapons do you choose though for whatever reason like, congratulations! Now you are the owner of one of the most powerful two-hand weapons at this level that only the warrior class has access to. If you have any questions or reviews feel free to leave a comment on the guide. Or if you have any other
questions related to a warrior or classic feel free to ask me on my twitter: or come hang out on my twitch: and ask me questions there. Over there.
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